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Abstract This work focusses on quasiperiodic timedependent perturbations of ordinary dier
ential equations near elliptic equilibrium points This means studying
x  A	 Qt 

x	 gt 
 	 hx t 

where A is elliptic and h is Ox


 It is shown that under suitable hypothesis of analyticity nonres
onance and nondegeneracy with respect to  there exists a Cantorian set E such that for all   E
there exists a quasiperiodic solution such that it goes to zero when  does This quasiperiodic solu
tion has the same set of basic frequencies as the perturbation Moreover the relative measure of the
set  

 n E in  

 is exponentially small in 

 The case g   h   quasiperiodic Floquet
theorem
 is also considered
Finally the Hamiltonian case is studied In this situation most of the invariant tori that are near
the equilibrium point are not destroyed but only slightly deformed and shaken in a quasiperiodic
way This quasiperiodic shaking has the same basic frequencies as the perturbation
Key words quasiperiodic perturbations elliptic points quasiperiodic solutions small divisors
quasiperiodic Floquet theorem KAM theory
AMSMOS subject classications C C F F
 Introduction In this work we will consider autonomous dierential equations
under quasiperiodic timedependent perturbations near an elliptic equilibrium point
The kind of equations we shall deal with is
x  A Qt 		x gt 	  hx t 	
where A is assumed to be elliptic that is all the eigenvalues are purely imaginary
and non zero	 h is of second order in x and the system is autonomous when   

At this point we recall the denition of quasiperiodic function
Definition  A function f is a quasiperiodic function with basic frequencies


     
r
if ft	  F 

     
r
	 where F is  periodic in all its arguments and

j
 
j
t for j       r
We assume that the quasiperiodic functions appearing in our equations are ana
lytical For deniteness we give the following
Definition  A function f is analytic quasiperiodic on a strip of width  if it is
quasiperiodic and F see Denition  is analytical for jIm 
j
j   for j       r
In this case we denote by kfk

the norm
supfjF 

     
r
	j with jIm 
j
j     j  rg
This kind of equations appears in many problems As an example we can consider
the equations of the motion near the Equilateral Libration points of the EarthMoon
system including quasiperiodic	 perturbations coming from the noncircular motion

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of the Moon and the eect of the Sun see     
 and 	 In those
works some seminumerical methods have been applied to compute a quasiperiodic
orbit replacing the equilateral relative equilibrium point this means that when the
perturbation tends to zero that quasiperiodic orbit tends to the libration point	 but
there is a lack of theoretical support to ensure that the methods used are really conver
gent and the computed quasiperiodic orbit really exists In Section  the existence of
that dynamical equivalent is shown for a Cantorian set of positive measure	 of values
of  Another problem related to this is the study of the stability of that quasiperiodic
solution In order to do this a kind of Floquet theory is available see 	 that now
can be obtained as a result of the more general study presented here see Section 	
We also want to note that the Floquet theorem for the quasiperiodic case has
already been considered in many papers An approach similar to ours based in KAM
techniques	 can be found in  There the reducibility to constant coecients is
studied for the case in which A is an hyperbolic matrix For the case in which A is
elliptic they give some bounds on the measure of the set of matrices Q for which the
system can be reduced to constant coecients The bounds on that measure however
are not so good as the ones that can be derived from the work presented here
Another approach to the reducibility of quasiperiodic linear equations can be found
in  The methods used there are not based in KAM techniques and the results can
be applied to systems that are not close to constant coecients The main drawback
is that the hypothesis used are quite restrictive

and are very dicult to check in a
practical example
Finally it is interesting to consider the Hamiltonian case In Section  we show
that most of the KAM tori of the autonomous system still persist when the quasiperi
odic timedependent perturbation is added
Studies of this kind for the case of the one dimensional Schrodinger equation
can be found in the literature see for instance    or 	 and some of the
methods and ideas used here are already contained in these papers Note that as the
unperturbed problem is a harmonic oscillator it is possible to obtain better results
see eg 	 Some of the ideas of the present paper could be already found in 
and  although they deal with slightly dierent problems
 A dynamical equivalent to elliptic equilibrium points In this Section
we are going to focus on the equation
x  A Qt 		x gt 	  hx t 		
where the timedependence is quasiperiodic with vector of basic frequencies  


     
r
	 and analytic on a strip of width 

 
 The reader should remind
that h is of second order in x We want to stress that the equations are not required
to be Hamiltonian the Hamiltonian case will be considered in Section 	
 The inductive scheme In order to study equation 	 let us perform
some changes to simplify it First of all we shall try to eliminate the independent
term gt	 by means of quasiperiodic changes of variables To do this we shall need
a scheme with quadratic convergence otherwise the small divisors eect would make
the method divergent	 This kind of schemes are based in Newton method that is
to linearize the problem in a known approximation of the solution solve this linear
problem and take this solution as a new better	 approximation to the solution we

For instance the system x  A 	 Qt 

x where A is elliptic and  is small does not satisfy
the required hypothesis

are looking for These algorithms can overcome the eect of the small divisors and
ensure convergence on certain regions To apply this method to our problem we have
to consider the linearized problem we take as initial guess the zero solution and we
linearize around this point	
x  A Qt 		x gt 	
We are looking for a quasiperiodic solution xt 	 with basic frequencies the ones of
g and Q such that lim

xt 	  
 At this point we note that we do not need to
know xt 	 exactly because an approximation of order  is enough This is another
property of Newton method we do not need to know the Jacobian matrix exactly but
some approximation of it and it is enough that this approximation be of the order of
the independent term we want to make zero In our case this can be done easily by
considering the linear system
x  Ax gt 		
Here we need a nonresonance condition The usual one is
jk 	
p
 	
i
j 
c
jkj


	
where 	
i
are the eigenvalues of A and jkj  jk

j    jk
r
j Condition 	 as well as
condition 	 an additional diophantine condition needed later will be discussed in
detail through Section 
Let us call xt 	 the solution of 	 which is quasiperiodic with respect to t with
basic frequencies the ones of g	 and of order  The existence of that solution will be
shown by Lemma 
 Now we can perform the change of variables x  xt 	  y
to equation 	 to obtain
y  A  Q

t 		y  

g

t 	  h

y t 		
where if   

Q

t 	  Qt 	 


D
x
hxt 	 t 	
g

t 	 



hxt 	 t 	 


Qt 	xt 	
h

y t 	  hxt 	  y t 	  hxt 	 t 	D
x
hxt 	 t 	y
Note that this process can not be successfully	 iterated now we need a solution of
y  A  Q

t 		y  

g

t 		
with an accuracy of order 

 and if we take the kind of approximation given by
equation 	 that is dropping Q

	 we will have a divergent scheme This is because
in this way one obtains linear convergence in  which is overcomed by the eect of
the small divisors
To deal with this diculty we perform a new change of variables to get something
like 

Q

instead of Q

 This can be done as follows let us dene the average of Q

as
Q

	  lim
T

T
Z
T
T
Q

t 	 dt

For the existence of the limit see for instance  Consider now equation 	 after
averaging with respect to t and some rearrangement
y  A	  
e
Q

t 		y  

g

t 	
where
e
Q

t 	  Q

t 	  Q

	 A	  A  Q

	 Now we need to nd a
quasiperiodic solution of

P  AP  PA
e
Q

	
with the same basic frequencies than
e
Q

 This can be done if the eigenvalues of A
satisfy a diophantine condition The one used in  was
jk 	
p
 	
i
 	
j
j 
c
jkj


	
Then making the change of variables y  I  P 	z I denotes the identity matrix	 to
equation 	 these changes of variables have already been considered in   and
	 we obtain the equation
z  A	  

Q

t 		z  

g

t 	  h

z t 		
where Q

t 	  I  P t 		

e
Q

P t 	 g

t 	  I  P t 		

g

t 	 and
h

z t 	  I  P t 		

h

I  P t 		z t 	 Now using z  Az  

g

t	 we
are able to nd an approximate solution of 	 with an accuracy of order 

that allows
to proceed with the Newton method In this way after n steps each step is composed
of the two changes of variables just explained above	 the equation will look like
x
n
 A
n
	  

n
Q
n
t 		x
n
 

n
g
n
t 	  h
n
x
n
 t 	
Then if the norms of A
n
 Q
n
 g
n
and h
n
do not grow too fast with n the scheme will
be convergent to an equation like
y  A

	y  h

y t 	
That equation has the trivial solution y  
 and this shows that in the original system
of equations the origin is replaced by a quasiperiodic orbit whose basic frequencies
are the ones of the perturbation Note that we have also obtained the linearized ow
given by the Floquet matrix A

	 around that quasiperiodic solution
 The resonances We recall that the small divisors conditions needed at
each step to compute the changes of variables	 are
jk 	
p
 	
i
j 
c
jkj


 jk 	
p
 	
i
 	
j
j 
c
jkj


	
The rst condition is needed to solve equations like 	 and the second one for equations
like 	 Note that the eigenvalues 	
i
are changed at each step of the process because
A is changed	 and this implies that we do not know in advance if they will satisfy the
diophantine conditions for all the steps
To deal with this problem we need to have some control on the variation of the
eigenvalues at each step To explain the main idea let us focus on the equation 	
As we are assuming that the eigenvalues of A verify the condition 	 at the rst
step we can solve the equation and proceed In the second step when we need to

solve the same equation we nd that the matrix has been slightly	 changed now it
is A	  A  Q

	 So as the eigenvalues of A are dierent to the ones of A we
can not assure that they satisfy the condition 	
To explain how to overcome this diculty let us denote by 	
i
	 i       d the
eigenvalues of the matrix A	 Let us write 	
i
	 as
	
i
	  	
i
 	

i
  	

i


    
	
where 	
i
is an eigenvalue of the unperturbed matrixA If we look at 	
i
	 as a function
of  we can avoid the resonant values of 	
i
	 by avoiding the corresponding values
of  This implies that to take out a Cantorlike	 set of resonant values of 	
i
	 this
set is the usual union of small intervals centered in the values k 		 is equivalent to
take out the corresponding by 
		 values of  In order to bound the measure of
the resonant values of  we will ask that the relation 
	 be Lipschitz from below
with respect to  We also want to note that we need to take out values of  at each
step of the inductive process so we need to have that condition at each step Let us
look at this at rst sight it seems enough to ask for 	

i
 
 because this value is
produced by the rst averaging so
 it is left unchanged by all the others steps of the inductive procedure
 it can be computed easily at the beginning it is a veriable hypothesis	
The problem is that if we take out a Cantorlike set at each step the dependence
of 	
i
	 of  is not dierentiable because 	
i
	 is dened only on a set with empty
interior	 and we do not even know if it is continuous So it is not obvious how to
derive the Lipschitz condition that we need
To deal with the latter diculty what we will do is to show explicitly that at each
step the relation 
	 is Lipschitz note that the denition of Lipschitz holds perfectly
on sets with empty interior	 This will allow us to control the measure of the set of 
we are taking out
Finally we want to note that this technique has to be applied twice at each step
one for equations like 	 and one for equations like 	
 The measure of the resonant set Another important point is to bound
the measure of the set of values of  too close to resonance To do it we will assume
that  belongs to an interval 
 

 being 

small enough What we are going to
show is that it is possible to bound the measure of the set of resonant values of  by a
quantity exponentially small in 

 To simplify the discussion we are going to focus
again on the equation 	 so the corresponding small denominator is k 	
p
 	
i

The usual procedure is to use the bound given by 	 because it is good enough
to produce convergence and to give a positive measure set of admissible frequencies
this has been done in  and 	 Note that the size of the set of resonant values
of 	 is given by the bound of the small divisors

This implies that we should try to
select that value as small as possible But on the other hand this value will appear
in the denominators of the Fourier series So if it is too small we will not be able to
prove convergence

For instance in the case of 
 the set of resonant values of  is

jkj
B

k

p

c
jkj




where Ba r
 denotes the ball in the complex plane
 centered in a with radius r

The condition we have used is
jk 	
p
  	
i
j 
c
jkj

n
e

n
jkj
 Dk n	
where 

n
has been taken equal to 


z
n
  z  	 and 
n
is 

n  	

 Here
n denotes the actual step of the inductive process To start the discussion of this
expression let us remark that the measure of the resonant set of 	 at each step n is
given by
P
k 
Dk n	 k Z
r
 and the total measure is
X
n
X
kZ
r
nfg

c
jkj

n
e

n
jkj
	
So a rst condition we need is that those sums are convergent
Before continuing with the discussion of Dk n	 let us explain rst where the
exponentially small character of the set of resonant values of 	 comes from This
will make clear we hope	 the reasons to choose an expression like Dk n	
As we have said before the eigenvalues of the matrix A move at each step of the
inductive process in an amount of O	 Let us call I
i
	 the interval with diameter
O		 where the eigenvalue number i moves This implies that if the eigenvalues of
the unperturbed matrix satisfy a condition like 	 the values k 	 are outside I
i
	
if jkj  N 	 for a suitable value N 	 another way of saying this is that the values
k 	 can not approach 	
i
too fast because of 		 For that reason we do not need
to take out resonances with jkj  N 	 and this leads to the fact that in 	 it is
enough to start the sum in k when jkj  N 	 And this implies that if the expression
Dk n	 decays exponentially with jkj we will obtain something exponentially small
with 


This is the reason of putting something like expjkj	 in Dk n	 As this value
will appear in the denominators of the corresponding Fourier series we will have
the factor expjkj	 multiplying the coecients of those series This will produce a
reduction of the analyticity strip of the series the width will go from  to   
Of course after a few steps the functions will not be analytic So all the inductive
process will be over To avoid that problem we have chosen  depending on the actual
step 
n
 

n	

	 in such a way that the total reduction on the analyticity strip
remains bounded of course other selections of 
n
are possible but they do not change
the nal result	
The next step is to realize that with this selection of 
n
 the exponential goes to
 when n goes to innity So we need to add some factor in front of the exponential
to ensure that the sum with respect to n is still exponentially small For this reason
we have added the factor cjkj

n
 The selection 

n
 


z
n
is not the only one one
can use for instance 

n
 


n
j
 for some j	 but the results with the present choice
seem to be better than for other choices Finally the value z has to be taken between
 and  If it is taken equal to  then the divisor is too small and we are not able to
guarantee convergence This is seen clearer inside the proofs
Finally all this procedure is applied at each step	 in the same way for equation
	 using the same exponential bound for the denominators
 Some remarks Before nishing this overview of the paper it is interesting
to remark the following as the equations we are dealing with are not necessarily
Hamiltonian it is possible that in some step of the inductive process the eigenvalues
of the matrix A leave the imaginary axis In this case we do not need to worry about

resonances from this step onwards As we can not know in advance if this is going to
happen we have considered during all the proof the worst case that is the eigenvalues
are always on the imaginary axis On the other hand if the initial matrixA is partially
elliptic and partially hyperbolic the results are still valid In the hyperbolic case they
are of course much better they hold for a full interval 
 


In some cases it is possible that at the rst step of the inductive process the
eigenvalues leave the imaginary axis this is the general case really	 Theorem 
ensures that this case can be detected averaging the original system and looking for the
new equilibrium point of this autonomous system The linearized equations around
that point and the Floquet matrix A

	 of the quasiperiodic orbit dier in O

	
Another interesting point is to compare what we are doing here with the proof of
the KAM Theorem In the proof of the KAM Theorem see for instance 	 we use
the action variables as a parameters to avoid resonances Here we use the eigenvalues
of the matrix A but as we can not move them directly we move them by means of
the single parameter  Note that the nondegeneracy condition of the KAM nonzero
Jacobian of the frequencies with respect to the actions	 says basically that we can
control the frequencies through the actions Here we want to control the eigenvalues
by means of  so we ask for a suitable Lipschitz condition As it is well known see
for instance 	 the nondegeneracy condition of the KAM theorem can be relaxed
to a second order condition Here it is possible to do something similar instead of
asking for 	

i
 
 in 
	 we can allow 	

i
 
 but asking for 	

i
 
 or even
a higher order condition	 and the estimates on the measure of the Cantorian set of
 are obtained in a similar way in fact the estimates can be even better	 It is also
remarkable that the scheme of the proof we are using is quite similar to the one of the
KAM Theorem 	
Finally note that if the nonlinearity h and the independent term g of the initial
equation 	 are both equal to zero what we have is a Floquet theorem Now the
result obtained is better than the one contained in  There it was shown that
the measure of the set of resonant   
 

 was o

	 and here is proved to be
exponentially small with 


 Theorems From now on if x  R
n
we denote by kxk the sup norm of x
If A is a matrix kAk denotes the corresponding sup norm
Theorem  Consider the dierential equation
x  A Qt 		x gt 	  hx t 		
where Qt 	 gt 	 and hx t 	 depend on time in a quasiperiodic way with basic
frequencies 

     
r
	
t
 r   and jj  

 We assume that A is a constant d d
matrix with d dierent eigenvalues 	
i
and detA  
 Let us suppose that hx t 	
is analytic with respect to x on the ball B


	 h
 t 	  
 and D
x
h
 t 	  

Moreover we assume that
 Q g and h are analytic with respect to t on a strip of width 

 
 and they
depend on  in a Lipschitz way
 kD
xx
hx t 	k  K where kxk    jj  

and t belongs to the strip dened
in 
	 The vector 	

     	
d

p


    
p

r
	 satises the nonresonance con

ditions
jk 	
p
 	
i
j 
c
jkj


 jk 	
p
  	
i
 	
j
j 
c
jkj




for all   i j  d k Z
r
n f
g c  
 and 


 r  As usual jkj is taken
as jkj  jk

j    jk
r
j
 Let us denote by xt 	 the unique analytical quasiperiodic solution of x 
Ax  gt 	 such that lim

xt 	  
 the existence of that solution is
shown by Lemma  and dene
A	  A Q	 D
x
hxt 	 t 	
Let 	

j
	 j       d be the eigenvalues of A We require the existence of 
  
 such that


j

 

j  j	

i


	  	

j


	  	

i


	  	

j


		j  j

 

j  



j

 

j  j	

k


	  	

k


	j  j

 

j  

for all i j k satisfying   i  j  d   k  d and provided that j

j and
j

j are less than some small value 


Then there exists a Cantorian set E  
 

	 with positive Lebesgue measure such that
the equation  can be transformed by means of a change of variables into
y  A

	y  h

y t 	
where A

is a constant matrix and h

y t 	 is of second order in y If 

is
small enough the relative measure of 
 

	nE in 
 

	 is less than expc


c


	 for
c

 
 and c

 
 independent of 

 where c

is any number such that c

 



Furthermore the quasiperiodic change of variables that performs this transformation
is analytic with respect to t and it has the same basic frequencies than Q g and h
Remark  In the hypothesis  we use c instead of the usual c in the diophantine
condition in order to simplify the notation inside the proofs
Remark  During the proof of this Theorem it will be supposed that 


  

 This condition can be achieved introducing a new time   st where
s  max

 





 


This scaling may change the constant c and therefore the set E is scaled by the same
factor
Remark 	 For xed values of 	
i
 i       d 	
i
 	
j
if i  j hypothesis  is
not satised for any c only for a set of values of  of zero measure if 


 r  
Remark  If r   that is if the perturbation is periodic no small divisors
appear if  is small enough and the results hold for all   
 

	 The proof is
classical We shall assume without explicit mention that r   in what follows
Corollary  Under the hypothesis of Theorem  there exists a Cantorian
set E  
 

	 with positive Lebesgue measure and the complementary being exponen

tially small such that the equation  has a quasiperiodic solution x

t	 with basic
frequencies 

     
r
	 such that
lim
	 

  E
kx

k  


Corollary  A Floquet theorem Consider the linear dierential equation
x  A Qt 		x	
where Qt 	 depends quasiperiodically on time with basic frequencies 

     
r
	
t

r   and jj  

 We assume that A is a constant d  d matrix with d dierent
eigenvalues 	
i
and detA  
 Moreover we assume that
 Q is analytic with respect to t on a strip of width 

 
 and it depends on
 in a Lipschitz way
 The vector 	

     	
d

p


    
p

r
	 satises the nonresonance con

dition
jk 	
p
 	
i
 	
j
j 
c
jkj



for all   i j  d k Z
r
n f
g c  
 and 


 r  
	 Let us dene
A	  A  Q	
Let 	

j
	 j       d be the eigenvalues of A We require the existence of 
  
 such that


j

 

j  j	

i


	  	

j


	  	

i


	  	

j


		j  j

 

j  

for all i j k satisfying   i  j  d   k  d and provided that j

j and
j

j are less than some small value 


Then there exists a Cantorian set E  
 

	 with positive Lebesgue measure such that
the equation 	 can be reduced to a system with constant coecients
y  A

	y
by means of a change of variables x  I  P t 		y where I is the identity matrix
and P is analytic and quasiperiodic with respect to t having  as a vector of basic
frequencies If 

is small enough the relative measure of 
 

	 n E in 
 

	 is less
than expc


c


	 for c

 
 and c

 
 independent of 

 where c

is any number
such that c

 



Remark This corollary is the result of taking g 
 h 
 
 in Theorem  We
have also weakened the nonresonance condition This fact becomes clear by looking
into the lines of the proof for that Theorem
Theorem  Let us consider the equation  and let us assume that all
the hypothesis of Theorem  hold Moreover let us assume that the nonlinear part
hx t 	 is of class C

with respect to  and hx t 
	 
 hx	 Then if  is suciently
small the averaged system
y  A  Q	y  g  hy 	
has an equilibrium point x

	 such that
 lim

kx

	k  

 The matrix A
x

of the linearized system around x

	 and the matrix A

obtained in Theorem  satisfy kA
x

 A

k  O

	

Corollary  Let us dene 	
x

i
   i  d as the eigenvalues of the matrix
A
x

dened in Theorem  Then under the hypothesis of Theorem  an equivalent
version of the hypothesis  in Theorem  is obtained if 	

i
are replaced by 	
x

i

Proofs of the results above have been splitted in several parts in order to simplify
the reading Section  contains lemmas needed to show the convergence of the
iterative scheme used to obtain Theorem  Section  presents the convergence
proof Up to this point we do not worry about the measure of the set of values of 
which has to be taken out Section  includes the lemmas used to prove that the
matrix A depend on  in a Lipschitz way at each step of the procedure The lemma
used to bound the measure of the Cantorian set where Theorem  holds is given
in Section  Section 
 actually states the bounds for that measure and nally
Section  is devoted to Theorem 
 Convergence lemmas In what follows we will use that an analytic quasi
periodic function ft	 on a strip of width  having   

     
r
	 as vector of basic
frequencies has Fourier coecients dened by
f
k


	
r
Z
T
r
F 

     
r
	e
k
p

d
F has been dened in Denition 	 such that f can be expanded as
ft	 
X
kZ
r
f
k
e
k	
p
t

For all t such that jIm tj  kk Moreover the analyticity of f implies that
jf
k
j  kfk

e
jkj

Lemma  Let   
     Let us dene the function
s	 

s 
e

s
p
s  
Then
X
kZ
r
jkj


e
jkj


r

r

r  	
Proof We shall use that fk  Z
r
 jkj  mg  rm
r
 This is checked
immediately for m   or for r   Then one uses induction with respect to r for
m   Then we obtain
X
kZ
r
jkj


e
jkj
 r

X
m
m
r

e
m
 	
As the unique maximum of gx	  x
r

e
x
is reached when x 
r


 we can
bound the sum above by this maximum plus the integral
	  r


r   
e

r




r

r  	
	


r

r


r   
e

r


 

e
r   

r

r  	
	


r

r


r   
e

r




p
r    

r

r  	

r



Lemma  Let h  U  R
d
	 R
d
be a function of class C

on a ball B


	
satisfying that h
	  
 D
x
h
	  
 and kD
xx
hx	k  K where x  B


	 Then
khx	k 
K

kxk

and kD
x
hx	k  Kkxk
The proof follows from Taylors formula
Lemma 	 Let M be a diagonal matrix with d diferent nonzero eigenvalues 
j

j       d and   minfmin
ij	 ij
j
i
 
j
jmin
i
j
i
jg Let N be a matrix such
that d 	kNk   Let 
j
 j       d be the eigenvalues of M  N  B a suitable
matrix such that B

M N 	B  D  diag
j
	 with condition number CB	 Then
   minfmin
ij	 ij
j
i
 
j
jmin
i
j
i
jg   kNk
 CB	 

d
kNk

dkNk
 In particular if kNk 



d
then CB	  
Proof It can be found in  or 
Lemma 
 Let A

be a d d matrix such that SpecA

	  f	


     	

d
g j	

i
j 
 j	

i
 	

j
j   i  j where   
 Let B

be a regular matrix such that
B


A

B

 D

 diag	


     	

d
	 Let us dene 

 maxfkB

k kB


kg and let 
be a value such that 
    d 	


	 Then if A veries kAA

k   the
following conditions hold
 SpecA	  f	

     	
d
g and j	
i
j   j	
i
 	
j
j   i  j
 There exists a nonsingular matrix B such that B

AB  diag	

     	
d
	
satisfying kBk   and kB

k   with   


Proof Let A be a matrix and we write A  A

 A  A

	 Then B


AB


D

 N  where N  B


A  A

	B

 Here we can apply Lemma  to obtain
 if kA  A

k  d  	

o
	 Note that Lemma  states that the condition
number of the matrix C that diagonalizes D

 N is less than  provided that kA
A

k  d 	


	 In this case the matrix that diagonalizes A can be obtained
multiplying B

by C Hence its norm can be bounded by 


In the next lemmas the parameters 
 and  are assumed to be positive
Lemma  Let us consider the equation x  Ax  gt	 where A is a d d
matrix belonging to the ball B


A

	  LR
d
R
d
	 with  as given by Lemma 
gt	  g
i
t		
id
and g
i
t	 is an analytic quasiperiodic function on a strip of width



g
i
t	 
X
kZ
r
g
k
i
e
k	
p
t

Let us assume that jk 	
p
  	
i
j 
c
jkj

e
jkj
	
i
 SpecA	 Let 

such that

  

 

  and   

 

    Then there exists a unique quasiperiodic
solution of x  Ax gt	 having the same basic frequencies than g and satisfying
kxk


 kgk


L


where L

 






r

c
r

r
 and  and 

are dened in Lemma 
Remark In this Lemma as well as in the forthcoming ones we consider A Q
g h depending also on  see Theorem 	 but for simplicity we do not write this
explicitly
Proof Let B the matrix found in Lemma  Making the change of variables
x  By and dening ht	  B

g the equation becomes
y  Dy  ht	

As D is a diagonal matrix we can handle this equation as d unidimensional equations
that can be solved easily if y  y
i
	
id
and
y
i
t	 
X
kZ
r
y
k
i
e
k	
p
t

the coecients must be y
k
i
 
h
k
i
k	
p

i
 and they can be bounded by
jy
k
i
j 


khk



if k  

khk


jkj

c
e


jkj
if k  

Now we need to bound the norm kyk


 Let t be a complex value such that jIm 
i
tj 


for all i	 Then
jy
i
t	j 
X
kZ
r
jy
k
i
j je
k	t
p

j  
khk




X
k 
khk


jkj

c
e


jkj
e


jkj

Setting   

 

  we can use Lemma  to bound the sum above
jy
i
t	j  khk








rr 
	
c
r


As khk


 kB

kkgk


and kxk


 kBkkyk


the result follows
Lemma  Let us consider the equation

P  APPAQ where A  B


A

	
Q  q
ij
	 where q
ij
t	 are analytic quasiperiodic functions on a strip of width 


q
ij
t	 
X
kZ
r
q
k
ij
e
k	
p
t

We also assume that Q has average equal to  and jk 	
p
 	
i
 	
j
j 
c
jkj

e
jkj
	
i
 SpecA	 Let 

such that 
  

 

  and   

 

    Then
there exists a unique quasiperiodic solution of

P  AP  PA  Q having the same
basic frequencies than Q and satisfying
kPk


 kQk


L


where L

 


rr

c
r
 and 

is dened in Lemma 
Proof Let B be the matrix found in Lemma  Making the change of variables
P  BSB

and dening R  B

QB the equation becomes

S  DS  SD  R
the matrix R having zero average As D is a diagonal matrix we can handle this
equation as d

unidimensional equations that can be solved easily if S  s
ij
	 and
s
ij
t	 
X
kZ
r
nfg
s
k
ij
e
k	
p
t

the coecients must be s
k
ij

r
k
ij
k	
p

i

j
 and they can be bounded by
js
k
ij
j  kr
ij
k
jkj

c
e


jkj

Now we need to bound the norm kSk


 Let t be a complex value such that jIm 
i
tj 


for all i	
js
ij
t	j 
X
kZ
r
js
k
ij
j je
k	t
p

j 
X
k 
kr
ij
k


jkj

c
e


jkj
e


jkj

Now we can use Lemma  setting   

 

  to bound the sum above
js
ij
t	j 
kr
ij
k


c



rr 
	

r


As kPk


 kBkkSk


kB

k we can use kRk


 kB

kkQk


kBk to obtain the
result
Lemma  Let us consider x  A Qt		x gt	  hx t	 where the time
dependence is assumed to be analytic quasiperiodic on a strip of width 

 We also
assume that hx t	 is analytic with respect to x on the ball B


	 and that satises
kD
xx
hx t	k


 K x  B


	 Moreover A  B


A

	 and jk 	
p
  	
i
j 
c
jkj

e
jkj
	
i
 SpecA	 Let 

such that 
  

 

  and   

 

   
Then there exists a change of variables x  y  xt	 that transforms the initial
equation in
y  A 
e
Q

	y  

g

t	  h

x t	
where
e
Q has zero average and the following bounds hold
 k
e
Q

k


 kQk


 KL

kgk


 where L

was dened in Lemma 
 kg

k



KL


kgk




 L

kQk


kgk



	 kAk  kAk kgk


KL

 kQk


	
 kD
yy
h

y t	k


 K
 kxk


 kgk


L


where y  B



	 

   kxk


and  is small enough
Proof Let x be such that x  Ax g In Lemma 
 we obtained
kxk


 kgk


L


Making the change of variables x  y  xt	 we get
y  A  Q D
x
hxt	 t		y  hxt	 t	  Qxt	  h

y t	
where h

y t	  hxt	  y t	  hxt	 t	  D
x
hxt	 t	y Dening Q

 Q 


D
x
hxt	 t	 and g





hxt	 t	 


Qxt	   
	 the equation is then as fol
lows
y  A Q

t		y  

g

t	  h

y t	
To end up the terms of this equation must be bounded Let us start with Q

 Using
Lemma  we get
kQ

k


 kQk





Kkxk


 kQk


 kgk


KL


Now let us bound kg

k


 again by means of Lemma 
kg

k






K

kxk






kQk


kxk



KL


kgk




 kQk


kgk


L



Now is the turn of D
yy
h

y t	
kD
yy
h

k


 kD
xx
hxt	  y t	k  K
To do this we have to require y  B



	 where 

   kxk


 is supposed small
enough	 Now using that Q

t	  Q


e
Q

t	 and dening A  A  Q

we obtain
y  A 
e
Q

t		y  

g

t	  h

y t	
Finally
kAk  kAk kQ

k



and taking into account that kQ

k


 kQ

k


and that k
e
Q

t	k


 kQ

k


the
proof is nished
Lemma  Let us consider x  A  Qt		x  

gt	  hx t	 where the
time dependence is assumed to be analytic quasiperiodic on a strip of width 

and Q
has zero average We also assume that hx t	 is analytic with respect to x on the ball
B


	 and that satises kD
xx
hx t	k


 K x  B


	 Moreover A  B


A

	 and
jk 	
p
	
i
	
j
j 
c
jkj

e
jkj
	
i
 	
j
 SpecA	 Let 

such that 
  

 


and   

 

    Then there exists a change of variables x  I  P t		y
where I is the identity d  d matrix and P t	 is analytic quasiperiodic on a strip of
width 

 that transforms the initial equation in
y  A  

e
Q

	y  

g

t	  h

y t	
where
e
Q

has zero average and the following bounds hold
 k
e
Q

k



kPk


 kPk


kQk


 where kPk


 kQk


L

and L

was dened in
Lemma 
 kg

k




 kPk


kgk



	 kD
yy
h

k


 K
  kPk


	

 kPk



 kAk  kAk 

kPk


 kPk


kQk



where y  B



	 



  kPk


and  is small enough
Proof Using Lemma  we can solve

P  AP  PAQ The solution that we
have found veries
kPk


 kQk


L


Now by means of the change of variables x  I  P 	y and introducing the notation
Q

 I  P 	

QP  g

 I  P 	

g and h

y t	  I  P 	

hI  P 	y t	 we
obtain the following equation
y  A 

Q

t		y  

g

t	  h

y t	
Now we are going to bound the terms of this equation For this purpose we need the
bound of kPk


provided by Lemma  and displayed above
kQ

k





X
i

i
kPk
i



kQk


kPk



kPk


 kPk


kQk




kg

k




 kPk


kgk



kD
yy
h

k




 kPk


KkI  Pk



 K
  kPk


	

 kPk



Of course we require y  B



	 where 

   kPk


	 and  is small enough
To end up this we rewrite the equation using Q

t	  Q


e
Q

t	 and A  A 

Q

and we obtain
y  A  

e
Q

	y  

g

t	  h

y t	
and we only need to bound A
kAk  kAk 

kQ

k



Up to here we have the main tools to carry out one step of the inductive process
Now we present a lemma which will be used to show the convergence
Lemma  Let 
n
be a sequence of real positive numbers such that

n
 
z
n
	
z
n


n

for all n  
 where 
  
   z   Then

n





z
z
z


z




n

Proof Taking logarithms we have
log
n
 
z
n
	 log
z
n
	   log
n

 
z
n
	 log
z
n
	  
z
n
log
z
n
	   log
n
   
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X
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j
z
nj
log 
  n j	 log z	  
n
log 


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n
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n
X
l
z
l

l
 
 
n
log z
n
X
l
l
z
l

l
 
n
log 


 
 
n

 z
log
  
 
n
z
 z	

log z  
n
log


The result follows by exponentiation
Lemma  Let fa
n
g
n
be a sequence of positive real numbers satisfying a
n


 
Q

n
a
n
 a  
  Let fb
n
g
n
be another sequence of positive real numbers
satisfying
P

n
b
n
 b   Consider the new sequence f
n
g
n
dened by 
n

a
n

n
 b
n
 Then the sequence f
n
g
n
converges to a limit value 

satisfying 


a

 b
Proof It is easy to see that

n


n
Y
i
a
i




n
X
i




n
Y
ji
a
j

A
b
i


 b
n


As all the terms appearing in this expression converge 
n
does Moreover using that
n
Y
ji
a
j
 
for all n the result follows
 Proof of Theorem  	part I
 Here we are going to do the proof without
worrying about resonances and then in the Part II	 we shall take out the values of 
for which the proof fails
First of all let us denote by A

the initial matrixA see Theorem 	 correspond
ing to the averaged linear part of the dierential system Let  be a real value such
that if SpecA

	  f	


     	

d
g then j	

i
j   j	

i
 	

j
j   for all i  j Then
Lemma  can be applied to obtain values  and  such that all the matrices con
tained inside the ball B


A

	  fA kA A

k  g can be diagonalized Moreover
the matrix B of the diagonalizing change of variables satises kBk   kB

k  
During the proof we shall see that if  is small enough all the matrices A
n
that appear
during the inductive process are inside that ball
As we assume that the dependence of Q g and h with respect to  is Lipschitz
every time we compute some norm we mean without explicit mention that we look
not only for the maximumwith respect to t in the suitable strip but also with respect
to  in the allowed range
To begin the proof we suppose that we have applied the method exposed before
up to step n and we are going to see that we can apply it again to get the n  step
In this way we shall obtain bounds for the quasiperiodic part at the n
th
step and for
the transformation at this step and this allows us to prove the convergence
We note that in the rst step that is when the current data are the initial ones	
the index n is equal to 

Now suppose that we are at n
th
step This means that the equation we have is
x
n
 A
n
	  

n
Q
n
t 		x
n
 

n
g
n
t 	  h
n
x
n
 t 		
where A
n
belongs to B


A

	 its eigenvalues 	
i
verify the nonresonance condition
jk 	
p
 	
i
j 
c
jkj

n
e

n
jkj

where 

n
 


z
n
  z  	 and 
n
 

n 	

 with 
  

  As we need
to reduce the width of the analyticity strip of the quasiperiodic functions we dene

n
 
n
 n  	

and 
n
 
n
 n  	

	 with 

   

 During
the proof we shall see that the analyticity ball with respect to x	 of h
n
x t	 has to be
reduced at each step of the inductive process and we shall found that by selecting 
small enough the limit radius of this ball is positive Let us dene 
n
as this radius
at step n Now we can apply Lemma  to transform equation 	 into
y
n
 
b
A
n
	  

n
b
Q
n
t 		y
n
 

n
bg
n
t 	 
b
h
n
y
n
 t 		
where the width of the analyticity strip has been reduced to 
n
 Now assuming that
the nonresonance condition
jk 	
p
 	
i
 	
j
j 
c
jkj

n
e

n
jkj


holds for all 	
i
 	
j
 Spec
b
A
n
		 we can apply Lemma  to equation 	 and to
get
x
n
 A
n
	  

n
Q
n
t 		x
n
 

n
g
n
t 	  h
n
x
n
 t 		
Now the width of the analyticity strip has been reduced to 
n
 The next step of
the proof is to obtain bounds of the terms appearing in equation 	 depending on
the bounds of the terms of equation 	
In what follows L
n
and L
n
denote the values of L

and L

as introduced in
Lemmas 
 and  when 
  and  are replaced by 

n
 
n
and 


 

	n	


respectively
Using Lemma  and the condition 

n
kP
n
k

n
  see below	 we get
kQ
n
k

n
 L
n
k
b
Q
n
k


n

Here we need Lemma  to bound the expression above but the bound provided by
this Lemma has an still unknown term that is the bound of the second derivative of
h
n
 Let us call this value K
n
 Note that it is modied at each step by Lemma 
In order to bound it we shall assume that  is small enough to ensure that 

n
kP
n
k

n
is less than  This implies that the value of  will be reduced at each step if
necessary to guarantee that condition We will see that this condition is achieved
from a certain step onwards without modifying  anymore Therefore we assume
that K
n
 	
n
K

when the convergence will be proved we shall give a more
realistic bound of K
n
 that converges to a real number	 and Lemma  states that
k
b
Q
n
k

n
 kQ
n
k

n
 K
n
L
n
kg
n
k

n

Now we bound the norm of g
n

kg
n
k

n
 kbg
n
k

n

and from Lemma 
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
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n
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
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n
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n
k

n
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n
k

n

For simplicity reasons let us denote 
n
 kQ
n
k

n
and 
n
 kg
n
k

n
 This means that
we have obtained the following bounds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 L
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


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
To bound 
n
and 
n
we dene 
n
 maxf
n
 
n
g As L
n
 L
n
 after some
rearranging we get

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 L
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
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



n
L
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
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n


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
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


n
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L
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

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
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As we can assume c   without adding any additional constraint on the small divisors
we have L
n
  Hence

n
 




n
L


n


n

It is immediate to check that there exists 
 depending on 


 r 

 c 

and z	 such
that





n
L


n
 
z
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z
n
 n  

Using Lemma  we have 
n
 M

n

 where M

 
z
z
z
	

z


 With this we have
proved that
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
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M

n

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n
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M

n


Note that this bound allows to ensure that if   

 M


lim
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

n
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n
k

n
 lim
n


n
kg
n
k

n
 

The next step is to bound kP
n
k

n
 For this purpose we use rst Lemma  and
then Lemma 
kP
n
k

n
 L
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kQ
n
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
n
K
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n
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



n
L
n
L
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
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
Now it is not dicult to prove that L
n
M

n

 L
n
M

n

 for a suitable constant
M

this is shown easily taking logarithms	 Hence we can derive
kP
n
k

n
M

n



for a suitable constant M


 This means that if   

 minfM


 M



g we have
lim
n


n
kP
n
k

n
 

This allows to have the condition 

n
kP
n
k

n
  without reducing the value of 
at each step Now we are going to bound kx
n
k

n

kx
n
k

n
 

n
L
n
kg
n
k

n
 

n
M

n


for a suitable M

 When the changes of coordinates have been bounded we can
estimate the decrease of the radius 
n
of the ball where h
n
is analytic with respect to
x It has been shown that

n

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n
  

n
kP
n
k

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
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  

n
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n
k

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
n
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n
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
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
n
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n
k

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Now we dene
a
n


  

n
kP
n
k

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 b
n

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n
k

n
  

n
kP
n
k

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

It is easy to prove that

Y
n
a
n
converges





ln
N
Y
n
a
n






N
X
n
j lna
n
j 
N
X
n


n
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n
k

n
 N  N
As
P
b
n
is also convergent we can apply Lemma  to get 

 a

 b that is
positive if  is taken small enough
Now let us bound kA
n
k
kA
n
k  k
b
A
n
k 

n
kP
n
k

n
 

n
kP
n
k

n
 k
b
A
n
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
n
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n
k

n
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
n
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n
k

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 

n
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n
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
n

Using the bounds found above we can write that
kA
n
k  kA
n
k 
n

where 
n
 

n
M

n

for a suitable M

 As
P

n
is convergent we can ensure that if
 is selected small enough the matrices A
n
are always inside the ball B


A

	 dened
before
Consider now the value K
n
 We have used above the pesimistic bound K
n

	
n
K

 Note that this bound does not allow to guarantee the convergence of the
functions h
n
x
n
 t	 to an analytic function h

x

 t	 with respect to x Now we can
use a more accurate bound of that value to get this From Lemma  we know that
K
n
 K
n
  

n
kP
n
k

n
	

 

n
kP
n
k

n

and by means of the inequality  x	    x if 
  x   we get
K
n


  

n
kP
n
k

n



K
n

And using the bounds of kP
n
k

n
that we already know it is easy to see that the
bound of the	 value K
n
converges
Hence we have obtained the convergence proof for all jj  

 for a suitable 


without taking into account the bad set of values of  for which the diophantine
conditions at some step n are not satised
 Lipschitz lemmas In this Section we have included the lemmas needed to
show that at each step of the inductive process the dependence on  of the eigenvalues
of the matrix A
n
is Lipschitz
Lemma  Let f    	 C be a Lipschitz function from above with
constant L and from below with constant l
jfx	 fy	j  Ljx yj jfx	 fy	j  ljx yj
Let g   	 C be another Lipschitz function from above with constant   l
jgx	 gy	j  jx yj

Then h  f  g is Lipschitz from above with constant L   and from below with
constant l  
jhx	 hy	j  L 	jx yj jhx	 hy	j  l  	jx yj
Proof The proof is elementary
Remark From now on all Lipschitz functions appearing in the text will be
Lipschitz from above unless otherwise stated Moreover sometimes we will use Lf	
to denote the Lipschitz constant always with respect to 	 of a Lipschitz function f 
The set on which this constant is taken should be clear from the context For instance
if ft 	 is known to be dened for jIm tj   and   E  R and it is Lipschitz with
respect to  in E then jft 

	ft 

	j  Lf	j



j for all t 

 

in the allowed
domain
In what follows we shall denote by N the set of non negative integers that is
N f
g
Lemma  Let us dene
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X
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a
k
	z
k
 k  N
d

and assume that the sum is convergent z  D  D

    D
d
 C
d
 where D
j
are
xed disks of C  Moreover we suppose that f depends on  in a Lipschitz way with
Lipschitz constant L Let us take
b
D  D such that
b
D 
b
D

   
b
D
d
 and satisfying
that radius
b
D
j
	   radiusD
j
	  r
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    Then if z 
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
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where both K
i
	 i    dened for    are continuous and increasing func

tions
Proof Let 

D be D

     D
d
 where  states for the boundary of the
corresponding sets As
a
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d
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D
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On the other hand
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Now using z 
b
D that is jz
j
j  r
j
	 and fk  N
d
 jkj  mg  dm
d
if m  
that can be obtained by induction with respect to d	 we obtain
	  Lj

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
j
X
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
 

j
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X
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
m
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
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
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
where K

	  d
P

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m
d

m
 Finally it is not dicult to see that K

	 is
convergent if jj   This completes the proof of 
As
f
z
j
z 	 
X
jkj
k
j
a
k
	z
ke
j

we can proceed in the same way as before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
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d


P

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m
d

m
and 

is a lower bound of the values r
j
see
Section 	 Here we note that K

	 is convergent if jj   To complete the proof
we only need to take the sup norm of the vector of components
f
z
j
z 

	
f
z
j
z 

	
Lemma 	 Let us suppose that P t 	 is a matrix depending on  in a Lipschitz
way with constant L If kPk   then I  P t 		

is Lipschitz with respect to
 with constant L
Proof It is known that
I  P 	

 I  P  P

 P


    
and then it is easy to see that
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Lemma 
 Let qt 	 be an analytic quasiperiodic function on a strip of width


 We write
qt 	 
X
kZ
r
q
k
	e
k	
p
t

and we assume that all the coecients q
k
	 depend on  in a Lipschitz way with
constant L
k
 Moreover we suppose that L
k
 Ljkj


e
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
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if k  
 where L is a

positive constant Let us take 


 
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 Then if qt 	 is restricted to a strip of
width 
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 it depends on  in a Lipschitz way with constant
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Here we can apply Lemma  to obtain the result wanted
Lemma  Let qt 	 be an analytic quasiperiodic function on a strip of width
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r
q
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k	
p
t

Let us assume that qt 	 depends on  in a Lipschitz way with constant L Then
the coecients q
k
	 depend on  in a Lipschitz way
jq
k


	 q
k


	j  L
k
j

 

j
where L
k
 Le
jkj

Proof Let us x 

 

and dene pt	  qt 

	 qt 

	 As kpk

 Lj

 

j
the Fourier coecients of p satisfy
jp
k
j  Lj

 

je
jkj

and using that jp
k
j  jq
k


	 q
k


	j the result follows
Lemma  Let us dene
f	 
g	
  		

where j  		j  u and g and 	 are Lipschitz functions with constants L
g
and L

respectively Then f is Lipschitz with constant
L
f

L
g
u
 kgk

L

u


Proof It is straightforward
Lemma  Let A

be a d  d matrix such that SpecA

	  f	


     	

d
g
j	

i
j   j	

i
 	

j
j   i  j where   
 Let A	 be a matrix valued function
such that kA	  A

k   if jj  

 and depending on  in a Lipschitz way
with constant L
A
 Let B	 be the change of variables that diagonalizes A	 see
Lemma  Then there exist 

 

A

  	 and 

 

A

  	 such that
kB

	 B

	k  

L
A
j

 

j
kB



	 B



	k  

L
A
j

 

j
j	
j


	 	
j


	j  

L
A
j

 

j

where 	
j
	 are the eigenvalues of A	 and the denition of values  and  can be
found in Lemma 
Proof This result is essentially contained in  pages   but for an analytic
dependence on  The result for a Lipschitz dependence on  can be obtained as
follows
 Let us consider the matrixA as a function of all its elements a
ij
 This implies
that if the elements are close enough to the ones of A

 the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors depend on a
ij
in an analytic way Hence in any compact inside
the domain of analyticity they depend also in an analytic way
 The elements a
ij
	 of A	 also depend on  in Lipschitz way with the same
constant
ja
ij


	  a
ij


	j  max
in
n
X
j
ja
ij


	 a
ij


	j 
 kA

	 A

	k  Lj

 

j
 Finally we compose the Lipschitz dependence of the eigenvalues and eigen
vectors	 on a
ij
with the Lipschitz dependence of a
ij
on 
Lemma  Let us consider the equation
x  A	x gt 	
under the same hypothesis as in Lemma  Let 

be such that 
  

 

 
and   

 

    Moreover we assume that A	 and gt 	 depend on 
in Lipschitz way with constants L
A
and L
g
 respectively Then the solution xt 	 of
this equation see Lemma  depends on  in a Lipschitz way for t belonging to
the strip of width 

 with constant
L
x

r  
	

r
E

L
A
kgk


E

L
g
	
where E

and E

are positive constants that do not depend on the actual step of the
inductive process of Section 
Proof First of all let us make the change of variables x  B	y the matrix
B	 is given by Lemma 	 in order to diagonalize the matrix A	 With this the
equation becomes
y  D	y  ht 	
where D	 is a diagonal matrix and ht 	  B

	gt 	 Lemma  ensures that
L
D

 LD	 
 max
i
L

i
 

L
A
and L
h

 Lh	  

L
A
kgk


 L
g
 Moreover as
ht 	 
X
kZ
r
h
k
	e
k	
p
t

we have by Lemma 
 that L
h
k 
 Lh
k
	  L
h
e


jkj

As it has been shown in Lemma 
 the solution we are interested in is given by
y
k
i
	 
h
k
i
	
k 	
p
 	
i
	

Now let us compute L
y
k
i

 Ly
k
i
	 We distinguish two cases and in both we use
Lemma 

 Case k  

L
y

i

L
h


 jh

j
L

i





L
A
kgk


 L
g

 kgk





L
A
















L
A
kgk






L
g

 C

L
A
kgk


 C

L
g

where  has been dened in Lemma  and C

and C

do not depend on the
step of the iterative process
 Case k  

L
y
k
i

L
h
k
c
jkj

e
jkj
 jh
k
j
L

i

c
jkj

e
jkj




jkj

e
jkj
c
L
h
e


jkj

jkj

e
jkj
c

khk


e




L
A

 jkj

e


jkj




c
kgk


L
A


c
L
g



c

kgk


L
A




 jkj

e


jkj
C


kgk


L
A
 C

L
g
 
where now C


and C

do not depend on the step of the iterative process
Now we can apply this to bound the Lipschitz constant L
y
corresponding to
yt 	 
P
k
y
k
i
	e
k	
p
t
 From Lemma  we obtain
L
y
 C

L
A
kgk


C

L
g
 C


L
A
kgk


 C

L
g
	

r

r
r  
	
where 
  

 

  such that   

 

    To simplify the following
steps we note that
L
y

r  
	

r
C

L
A
kgk


 C

L
g
	
for suitable constants C

and C

 both independent on the actual step of the inductive
process
As x  B	y we have L
x

 Lx	  

L
A
kyk


 L
y
 that allows using the
bound on kyk


given inside the proof of Lemma 
	 to establish the following bound
L
x
 

L
A






rr 
	
c
r

kgk


 
r  
	

r
C

L
A
kgk


C

L
g
	
This can easily be rearranged to
L
x

r  
	

r
E

L
A
kgk


E

L
g
	
where E

and E

are suitable constants not depending on the actual step of the
inductive process
 Measure lemma Here we give the basic lemmaused to bound the measure
of the resonances
Lemma  Let   R
r
and v 
p
R such that
jv 
p
k 	j 
c
jkj




for all k  Z
r
n f
g where c  
 


 
 We dene the n
th resonant subset
R
n

 R
n

v	 as
R
n



 
p
R jj    k
	
Z
r
n f
g
such that j v 
p
k
	
 	j 
c
jk
	
j

n
e

n
jk

j


where 
n
 

n  	

 
  

  

n
 


z
n
   z   


 r   Let
R

 
n
R
n

and 	 
mR



 where m denotes the Lebesgue measure Then
	  expc


c

	 for some positive constants c

and c

 with c

 


 provided
 is small enough
Proof Let k
	
and  such that
j v 
p
k
	
 	j 
c
jk
	
j

n
e

n
jk

j

As
jv 
p
k
	
 	j 
c
jk
	
j



one has
  jj 
c
jk
	
j



c
jk
	
j

n
exp
n
jk
	
j	

c
jk
	
j



and hence jk
	
j  dc	


e 
 M 	 where for   R de denotes the lowest
integer greater than or equal to  Now let us add for all jk
	
j M 	 and all n  
 to
have an upper bound on mR

	 Adding for all jk
	
j M 	 and a xed n we obtain
X
jk

jM
c
jk
	
j

n
exp
n
jk
	
j	
c
X
jM
rj
r
j

n
e

n
j

 crM 	
r
n
e

n
M
 e

n

cr


M 	
r
n
n 	

e

n
M

because r   

n
 
  e


 
 if 
     Adding for all n we have
mR

	 
cr


M 	
r
X
n
n 	

M 	


z
n
exp




n  	

M 	


For our purposes a rough bound is enough Let n

 log

M 		 log z We split
P
n
as
P
n

n

P
nn

and assume  small enough so that
n 	

M 	


z
n
n  	

M 	


z
n



 n  

Then
X
n
n 	

M 	


z
n
exp




n  	

M 	


 M 	


exp




n

 	

M 	

 n

 	

M 	


z
n



To nish the proof after selecting any value of c

and c

 


 we want to show
that each term is less than


expc


c

	 To this end we take logarithms One has
to prove
logA log

c







log




c

	




log z
 




c





  log 
c


c


logA  log




log




c






log z
 




 


c





log

c


  log 
c


c


where A 
cr



c

	
r

 Both inequalities are true if  is small enough or equival
ently for  in a xed range if c

is big enough
 Proof of Theorem  	part II
 Up to now we have shown the conver
gence of the iterative scheme provided that some nonresonance conditions hold at each
step n see Section 	 Now our purpose is to show that all the matrices A
n
	 are
Lipschitz with respect to 	 from above and below and their Lipschitz constants are
bounded from above and below respectively	 by constants that do not depend on n
As we shall see later this allows to take out a dense set with small relative measure	
of values of  for which the resonance conditions assumed during Section  might
not hold at some step ie for some n	 of the proof
To prove that A
n
	 is Lipschitz from below we shall proceed in the following way
as A

	 is Lipschitz from above and below by hypothesis	 it is enough to show that
A
n
	 is Lipschitz from above and LA

	LA
n
	  O	 since Lemma  implies
that if  is suciently small A
n
	 is also Lipschitz from below For this reason
we are going to focus on Lipschitz constants from above that for simplicity will be
called Lipschitz constants The notation used will be the following
LA
n
		  L
A
n
 L
b
A
n
		  L
b
A
n
 L

n
Q
n
t 		  L
Q
n

L

n
b
Q
n
t 		  L
b
Q
n
 L

n
g
n
t 		  L
g
n
 L

n
bg
n
t 		  L
bg
n

L

n
P
n
t 		  L
P
n
 Lh
n
x t 		  L
h
n
 L
b
h
n
x t 		  L
b
h
n

Our purpose now is to bound the Lipschitz constants of the equation terms at
step n  as a function of the Lipschitz constants at step n Let us assume that the
scheme of Section  has been applied up to step n Then the following bounds can
be established
k
b
Q
n
k

n
 N

n


kP
n
k

n
 N

n


kx
n
k

n
 

N

	

n

kbg
n
k

n
 N

n


where N

is a positive constant and 

was dened at the end of Section  and it is
also assumed to satisfy 

N

  Proofs are not dicult using the bounds given in
Section 

We shall also use the bounds kQ
n
k

n
 N

n

and kg
n
k

n
 N

n

see Section 	
when needed The constant N

can be easily obtained from the constants M
i
 i 
      introduced in Section 
Now let us bound L
Q
n
 It is easy to obtain


n
Q
n
 I  

n
P
n
t 		



n
b
Q
n
t 		

n
P
n
t 		
and this implies
L
Q
n
 L
P
n


n

k
b
Q
n
k

n


n

kP
n
k

n
 kI  

n
P
n
	

k

n
L
b
Q
n


n

kP
n
k

n

kI  

n
P
n
	

k

n


n

k
b
Q
n
k

n
L
P
n

Using that kI  

n
P
n
	

k

n
  see Section 	 we obtain
L
Q
n
 L
P
n


N

	

n


N

	

n
 L
b
Q
n


N

	

n
 

N

	

n
L
P
n

 

N

	

n
L
P
n
 

N

	

n
L
b
Q
n

Now we are going to consider L
x
n
 From Lemma  is not dicult to obtain
L
x
n

r  

n
	

r
n
n
E

L
A
n


n

kg
n
k

n
 E

L
g
n
	
where 
n
is now 




	n	

 Introducing L

n

r
n


r
n
n
maxfE

 E

g we can
write
L
x
n
 L

n

L
A
n


N

	

n
 L
g
n

	
Let us consider now L
b
Q
n
 We recall that
b
Q
n
was dened as


n
b
Q
n
 

n
Q
n
t 	 D
x
h
n
x
n
t 	 t 	
This allows to write
L
b
Q
n
 L
Q
n
 kD
xx
h
n
x
n
t 	 t 	kL
x
n
 LD
x
h
n
x t 		
Here we can use that kD
xx
h
n
xt 	 t 	k  K

see Section 	 Lemma  and
	 to write
L
b
Q
n
 L
Q
n
K

L

n

L
A
n


N

	

n
 L
g
n

K

	L
h
n


N

	

n

where   kx
n
k

n


 Moreover note that  goes to zero when kx
n
k

n
does This
implies that if  is small enough we can assume that K

	 is less than for instance
K

	
Now we are going to focus on L
P
n
 The denition of P
n
was


n

P
n
t 	 
b
A
n


n
P
n
t 		 

n
P
n
t 		
b
A
n
 

n
b
Q
n
t 	
As this is a linear system of dierential equations we can apply a lemma which is
essentially like Lemma  but for the actual system of equations and with new
constants E

 E

 to get
L
P
n

r  

n
	

r
n
n

E

k

n

b
Q
n
k

n
L
A
n
 E

L
b
Q
n



r  

n
	

r
n
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
E

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
N

	

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L
b
A
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 E

L
b
Q
n

 L
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
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
N

	

n
L
b
A
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b
Q
n



where L

n
has been redened as L

n

r
n


r
n
n
maxfE

 E

 E

 E

g
Let us consider L
g
n
 From


n
g
n
t 	  I  

n
P
n
t 		



n
bg
n
t 		
follows
L
g
n
 L
P
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
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kbg
n
k

n
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
n
P
n
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k

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L
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P
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
N
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L
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
Consider now L
b
A
n
 As we have
b
A
n
	  A
n
	  

n
b
Q
n
	
it follows that
L
b
A
n
 L
A
n
 L
b
Q
n

Moreover as A
n

b
A
n
we also have
L
A
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 L
b
A
n

Now let us bound L
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n
 Recall that


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n
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n
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n
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
n
Q
n
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that implies
L
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L
Q
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where it has been used that L
h
n
x
n
t
 K

	L
h
n
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n
k

and as before that K

	 
K

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	 if 

is small enough On the other hand
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
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where K
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
N
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h
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h
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
n
P
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h
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P
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that allows to write
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Finally let us consider L
b
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and using that if  small enough 

K

	   it can be obtained the following
bound
L
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L
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h
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
Up to now we have stated some bounds of the Lipschitz constants Next step is
to relate in closed formulas	 the bounds of step n  with bounds of step n
Let us dene a
n
 L
A
n
 b
n
 maxfL
Q
n
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n
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Furthermore let L
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g After some rearrangement
one can write the bounds on the recurrences as
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Let d
n
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n
 b
n
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n
g It is immediate recalling e
n
  L
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 	 to obtain
d
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Going back to 	 we have
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where S is a constant independent on n and 

 Taking 

 S
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we have b
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n	 
 Furthermore one obtains also
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for a suitable constant T  independent on n and 

 We also require 

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 Then
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This is the bound we were looking for it shows that A
n
	 is a Lipschitz function
of  and LA
n
	  LA

	  O	 This means using Lemmas  and  that the
eigenvalues 	
n
j
and the dierences 	
n
j

 	
n
j

are Lipschitz from above and from below
if  is small enough
To end up the proof we are going to take into account the resonances As we want
to skip the posible resonances due to 	
n
j
and 	
n
j

 	
n
j

at the nth step we have to
apply Lemma  for each one of the eigenvalues and couples This amounts to skip
a measure at most d

times the one we skipped in the frequency space To go back to
the parameter space that is to  we use the Lipschitz constant from below In this
way we obtain the Cantorian E with the desired properties
 Proof of Theorem  As detA  
 the Contraction Lemma ensures
that if  is small enough there exists a function x

	 such that
A Q	x

	  g  hx

	 	  

and verifying x

	  O	 Let us dene
A
x

 A QD
x
hx

	 	
and let xt 	 be such that
x  Ax gt 		
The existence of that solution was shown in Lemma 
 and we recall that is O		
The terms of order  of the matrix A

are provided by Lemma  at the rst step
of the inductive process This modied matrix
b
A is
b
A  A Q D
x
hx t 	
Then
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
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where C 


D
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 t 
	 is a constant matrix by hypothesis Moreover it is also easy
to obtain that
D
x
hx

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
	 O

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
	 O
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We have obtained that
kA
x


b
Ak  Cx

	  x	 O

	
Now averaging 	 we get that Ax g  
 and using Ax

	  g  Qx

	 
hx

	 		  O

	 we obtain kx

	 xk  O

	 that ends the proof

 The neighbourhood of an elliptic equilibrium point of a Hamiltonian
system Let us consider the Hamiltonian
H

p q t	  H

p	 H

p q t	
where jH

j is small and it depends on time in a quasiperiodic way having  


     
r
	 as a vector of basic frequencies To obtain an autonomous system we
dene q

 q p

 p and q

 t So the Hamiltonian takes the form
Hp

 p

 q

 q

	   p

	 H

p

	 H

p

 q

 q

	
where p

are the actions corresponding to q

obviously they are not relevant in this
problem and have only been added to obtain a Hamiltonian form	 We are interested
in the invariant tori that the unperturbed system H  H

p

	 had Note that the
KAM theorem see 	 can not be applied directly due to the degeneracy of this case


We have considered this case in Theorem  and we have found that the proof
of the classical KAM theorem see 	 still works because the perturbing frequencies
are not modied in any step of the inductive process and we only have to worry about
the proper frequencies of the Hamiltonian that can be controlled provided that the
nondegeneracy condition
det



H

p

	


 

holds The result obtained is that there exist invariant tori near the origin for  small
enough The frequencies of these tori are the ones of the unperturbed tori plus the
ones of the perturbation This can be described saying that the unperturbed tori are
quasiperiodically dancing under the rhythm of the perturbation The tori whose
frequencies are in resonance with the ones of the perturbation are destroyed
Finally in case that the origin is not a xed point of the perturbed Hamiltonian we
can reduce to this case performing a change of variables transforming the quasiperiodic
orbit that replaces the equilibrium point we recall that this orbit exists for a Cantorian
set of values of 	 in a xed point
Theorem  Let us consider the Hamiltonian
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where q

are the angles of the perturbation p

are the corresponding actions q

 p

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the angles and actions of the unperturbed system and   
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     
n

	 is a constant
vector of frequencies satisfying the nonresonance condition
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Let G
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be a compact domain of R
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
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 with respect to the variables q Let us assume that in the domain F 
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However see the comments in  pp  for a related result
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Then if  is small enough the motion dened by the Hamiltonian equations
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 dened paramet
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are analytic functions of period  in the variables Q and
 is a parameter determining the torus I

 In fact  consists of all the
frequencies ie the ones of the external excitation and the proper frequencies
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 Sketch of the proof of Theorem  The proof of this Theorem is essen
tially the same of the KAM Theorem contained in  and its technical details can be
found inside  Here we show the idea of that proof
Let us dene p and q as the vectors p

 p

and q

 q

respectively Now the
Hamiltonian we have is
H
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  p

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where F   S
q

	 P
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q

	
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
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
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p
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
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vector  P

	 We ask for the condition F  
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
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e
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
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
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Now using that
e
H

P

 q	 
P
k 
h
k

P

	e
kq
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
 the coecients of the Fourier
expansion for the generating function S can be obtained easily
S
k
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
	 
h
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	 k	
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To ensure the convergence of that series it is enough the usual nonresonance condition
jP

	 k	j 
c
jkj

	
that allows to prove the convergence in a smaller strip than the one on which
e
H

is
analytic With this the Hamiltonian takes the form
H

  P

	 H


P

	  

H


P

	  

e
H


P

 Q	
This new Hamiltonian is very similar to 	 but with 

instead of  Note that the
dierence between this proof and the one contained in  is the condition 	 Due
to the fact that the rst components of P

	 are the ones of  that are constant in
all the inductive process we only have to worry about the last ones P

	 These
components are dierent at each step of the process but they can be controlled by
the nondegeneracy condition
det



H

p

	


 

The way to do that is exactly the same one showed in  Note that to get an rigorous
proof of this theorem we only need to copy the proof contained in  but adding the
parameter  The unique dierence is that now the nonresonance condition is
stronger in the sense that we must eliminate a bigger set of resonant	 tori
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